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KNOW A LITTLE MORE,
DIG A LITTLE DEEPER
I was born a South African-Swiss with one goal: to revolutionize the sensation of
real creativity. I base my goals on one radical idea. To be the best, to bring
explosive creative power. Or, as we call it, thinking beyond the clouds.
I always knew I was different, I was always able to feel intense empathy, to put
myself in others eyes, to see what they see, to understand why they do what they
do, to dig deeper in their psyche and to understand them on their level. This is
why I became a creative...*correction, this is why I am a creative, to learn from
others, to create meaningful experiences through my creative vision, to
understand how to reach people through my design and art direction, and to
become the best in my field.
I have come from a very different background to what you probably know. I have
lived through a world without computers, a world without mobile phones and
connectivity, then I grew with a world progressing in technology, interacting in
every part of the communication we currently know. I know life with it and I know
life without it, I have grown up in both of these lives. I have lived in an untamed
world, a wild world without the sheltered life most have had the opportunity to
live in. I have seen life from each side and I have grown mentally from the
experiences.
I use my experiences in life to charge my creativity, to see what others do not, to
push myself further and be the best I can be.
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I love to create, I am passionate and this is something that I bring wherever I go.
I cannot imagine doing anything else with my life, at least not professionally. My
dad once said to me when I was leaving school that he didn’t care what I decided
to do for the rest of my life, just as long as I love what I do and become the best at
it. I think I made the right decision.
I know I did.

EXPERIENCE
IS PRICELESS

2019 - PRESENT
(X-Technology Swiss R&D AG)

2005 - 2011
(Howber Services)

SENIOR ART DIRECTOR, HEAD OF CREATIVE & SENIOR DESIGNER.

GRAPHIC, INTERACTIVE & MULTIMEDIA DESIGNER - SENIOR
ART DIRECTOR

Lead and manage the design and multimedia teams. In charge of time
management, involved of creative problem solving. Create new branding designs,
creative concepts, campaigns, advertising media, packaging and presentations for
the international market. Develop the look of the brand throughout all media
channels (Social Media, Print, POS, Video, etc). Direct and co-ordinate photo and
video shoots. Responsibility for all creative of the X-Technology group.

Designer for Piggs Peak Online Casino, Volcanic Gold Online Casino, All
Africa Poker, 3Piggs Online Poker.
Working with the marketing department to come up with promotion ideas.
Executing briefs into creative media, splash pages, newsletters & online
advertising.
Creating concepts for TV & Radio advertising. Directing the filming in studio,
directing the sound designer, directing voice-over artist, post production of
rough edit & packaging video for production.

2011 - 2019
(8BIT Digital)

Working with my team to create the concepts. Reviewing creative and
presenting final creative for sign off.

DIRECTOR

Senior Art Director, Digital Graphics & Motion Designer
To translate a client’s brief into a print or digital environment. Conceptualize brand
ideals and execute them. Turn concepts into working motion, direct audio & SFX
timing. Revitalize/re-imagine brands for the modern market.
Branding & Design, Video & Animation, Website Design & Development.
Freelancing for Agencies as a Digital Designer, 2D Animator & Creative
Professional.

  

JUNIOR GRAPHIC & MULTIMEDIA DESIGNER
To translate a client’s brief into a print or digital environment.
Conceptualize brand ideals and multimedia motion graphics.
Turn concepts into working motion, direct audio & SFX timing.
Revitalize/re-imagine brands for the modern market.

15+ YEARS

Working with clients & finding potential clients.
2D Animation, 2D Character Rigging in After Effects & Motion Graphic Animation.
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2004 - 2005
(TCH Bonisa)

I HAVE SOME QUALIFICATIONS,
AND SKILLS TO MATCH THEM
Tertiary Education (2001-2004)

Midrand Graduate Institute - Bachelor of Arts in Graphic Design (Specializing in Animation, Web Design &
Animation)

Secondary Education

Edenvale High School - Senior Certificate, with Exemption

Skills

Creativity . Branding Design & Development . Social Media Design & Development . Graphic Design . Print Design . Video Editing .
Post Video Production . 2D Animation . 2D Character Animation . Storyboarding . Web and Mobile Design . User Interface Design .
CSS, HTML & PHP Coding . HTML 5 Animation . Front-End Development . Client Liaison . Consulting . Multiple Design Level
Experience . Senior Art Direction . Presenting Skills . Wordpress Design & Development . Presentation Design & Concepts .
Creative Strategy . Great communication skills . Time Management . Team Leadership . Typography . Interactive Media . Problem Solving .
Dependability . Adobe Creative Suite . Great Listener

Artillery (Tools)
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Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, InDesign, After Effects, Premier, Animate, Dreamweaver, Duik,
Element 3D, Microsoft Office, PowerPoint, Apple.

17 November 2018

To whom it may concern.

ASK THEM
WHAT THEY THINK

I have had the pleasure to work with and manage Marc Ruckstuhl for a period of 6 years (1999 – 2005) while
serving as Creative Director of Howber Services, the controlling group of both Piggs Peak Online Casino and
the All African Poker TV Channel.
Marc proved himself time and again to both competent and self-reliant during my tenure as his creative
director. He is both an excellent creative graphic designer and an intuitive strategic planner that has the
ability to not only effectively plan a communication strategy but has the technical skills to create most if not
all types of creative communication.
His responsibilities during my time at Howber Services started as a middle weight graphic designer but
quickly became my senior designer and then shortly after my senior art director and an invaluable strategic
partner during all of our planning and media placements strategy sessions.
His conceptual skills are fresh, creative and, which became an invaluable asset for myself and the team,
based firmly in reality; his concepts are strong conceptual ideas that are attainable within a budget and an
achievable time-frame.
His attention to detail was unsurpassed in the studio and he became the ‘last set of eyes’ to review creative
material in order to ensure accuracy. He is a self-starter and is able to run with the creative process from start
to final delivery with very little to no management required.
His list of responsibilities at my time of leaving was:
Video editing and animation
Flash Action Script and development
Front-end web development including PHP, JavaScript, HTML and CSS
On location and in-studio art-direction
Marc is a very approachable person and he was well-liked by his creative team, as well as the admin and
marketing departments making him an asset during creative disagreements. He is soft-spoken and
continually positive even through the most challenging situations. His sense of humour is disarming and
highly entertaining.
On a personal note; I find his input on all my personal creative endeavours – even today, invaluable and
entertaining. I would have no question recommending him to any employer at any level the company is
comfortable having him being involved at.
Kindest regards
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Alexandre Bouca
Creative Director

BA [Hons] Brand Communication, VEGA School of Branding
BA [Hons] Clinical Psychology, UNISA

I’M HERE TO STAY

Responsibilities:
- Develop and lead graphics styles and motion graphic prodution for high-quality videos and
presentations
- Manage creation of storyboards and/or pre-visualisation
- Be a leading voice and creative driver as a member of the creative team
- Provide hands-on leadership, keeping deadlines and direct multidisciplinary teams on project initiatives
- Be deeply involved with strategy, proposals, plans, pitches, and most importantly, design
sign-off on projects and ensure quality
- Foster a strong mentoring environment for new designers, actively supporting junior and
intermediate staff
- Create overall design, look and feel for various projects in collaboration with other communication designers
What We Must See:
- Expert level experience with Adobe Creative Cloud (after effects, ps, ai, indd)
- Cinema 4D and/or Nuke expertise would be a great advantage
- Highly proficient with building animations
- A design degree (communications, graphic design, advertising, or a related field) with about
5-7 years graphic design, motion and animation experience
- English and German speaking
- Knowledge of video formats, and codecs
- Strong conceptual thinking, communication and organisational skills
- Ability to work on several projects simultaneously
- Great communication skills
About You:
You are a passionate designer with a reputation for constantly raising the bar with unexpected, memorable, transformational design. You have a strong understanding of design thinking
and craft, and are able to translate and execute an idea across multiple channels.
Your portfolio is robust and well rounded, and demonstrates a range of design concepts that
include motion design, animation as well as branding/identity, digital, communication design
and typography.
You keep abreast of current trends and technological developments and identify ways to apply
them into your work. Because of your extensive experience, you’re a pro in prioritise a high
volume of work, while giving each project the attention it deserves.
Qualified candidates must share a portfolio to be considered for the role with work that
demonstrates the above. Thank you for your application in advance! Due to a possible high
volume of applications, we thank you very much for your understanding that we are only able
to reply to potential candidates.
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